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ABSTRACT

Worms spread by replicating themselves to vulner-

able hosts through the Internet. Mathematical epide-

miology studies the dynamics of outbreaks spreading

through a network population. We describe a commu-

nity-of-households epidemic model for worms and

show how it can be useful to analyze defenses such as

dynamic quarantine and rate throttling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Worms and viruses are self-replicating malicious

software that spread through the Internet much like

infectious diseases spread in human populations [1].

Both worms and viruses have the distinguishing

capability to transfer copies of themselves from

infected hosts to vulnerable hosts. Viruses are pro-

gram fragments attached to normal programs or

files. They take over control when the normal pro-

gram is executed to make copies of the virus code. In

contrast, worms are automated stand-alone programs

that take advantage of network connectivity to seek

out and copy themselves to vulnerable new targets [2].

One of the best known examples was the SQL

Slammer/Sapphire worm released on January 25,
2003 [3]. It exploited a buffer overflow vulnerability

in Microsoft SQL servers. The entire worm includ-
ing the exploit code was carried in a single 404-byte

UDP packet (28-byte IP/UDP header and 376-byte
payload). When a vulnerable SQL server was in-
fected by Slammer, it was put into a simple execution

loop to send out UDP packets containing a copy of
the worm as quickly as possible to randomly gener-

ated IP addresses (32-bit numbers).
Because infected computers were sending out cop-

ies of the worm as fast as they could, the worm
caused heavy congestion throughout parts of the

Internet. It shut down thousands of Bank of America
ATM machines and disrupted Continental Airline's

ticketing system. At the peak of the outbreak, infec-
tions were doubling every 8.5 seconds. SQL Slammer

was able to hit 90 percent of the vulnerable popula-
tion (about 90,000 SQL servers) within 10 minutes.

The initial dynamics of the SQL Slammer out-
break can be understood from basic epidemiology

models. Mathematical epidemiology has a long his-
tory that can be traced back to at least 1760 when

Daniel Bernoulli presented a mathematical argu-
ment for the effectiveness of smallpox immunization

in France [4]. Epidemiology applies deterministic or
stochastic models to disease outbreaks with two

major goals. The first goal is to predict the future
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outcome of an outbreak (number of

infections as a function of time). The

second goal is to evaluate possible

defensive strategies such as immuni-

zation or quarantine. Historically, epi-

demiology was valuable in devising

the World Health Organization's small-

pox vaccination program which effec-

tively eradicated smallpox globally [5].

The simple epidemic model is also

known as the SI (susceptible �

infective) model. A population has a

fixed number N hosts. Each host be-

gins in the "susceptible" (vulnerable) state and

changes to "infective" (or infected) state after con-

tact with an infective host. After a host becomes

infected, it will stay in the infective state

permanently. More advanced epidemic models con-

sider additional states and more complicated state

transitions. Let S(t) and I(t) denote the number of

susceptibles and infectives at time t, where S(t) + I

(t) = N. By totally random mixing, each susceptible

is assumed to make an average N contacts per unit

time but the probability of meeting an infective

each time is I/N. The parameter  is the pairwise

infection rate or infectious contact rate. Hence, the

number of infectives increases at a rate of

(1)

Given the initial condition I(0)=I
0
, the epidemic

curve is the logistic function

(2)

The rate of the epidemic is exponential in the early

phase, as seen in Fig. 1. When an infective comes into

contact with other hosts, the other hosts are very likely

to be susceptibles. Thus, the infection spreads easily at

an exponential rate. In the later phase, most of the

population is already infected. When an infective comes

into contact with other hosts, the other hosts are very

likely to be already infected. The rate of the outbreak

slows down asymptotically because it becomes much

harder to find the remaining few susceptibles.

While the simple SI model fits the initial spread of

the SQL Slammer worm, it is not a good fit for the

later phase of the Slammer outbreak [3]. The main

reason is that Slammer worked against itself by

spreading so quickly that network links became

seriously congested. Network congestion slows down

an outbreak because infected hosts can not reach new

targets. Also, in the later phase of the Slammer

outbreak, human countermeasures (patching,

filtering) helped to slow down the spreading.

III. A COMMUNITY-OF-
HOUSEHOLDS MODEL

The simple SI model does not consider any existing

network structure. It is more realistic to view the

Internet as a heterogeneous population, often de-

scribed as a "network of networks." The Internet is

known to consist of separately administered but

interconnected autonomous systems or routing

domains. This Internet structure can be captured by

the community-of-households epidemic model,

where each household represents a subnetwork at-

tached to the Internet through an access router as

shown in Fig.2. The model has the important feature

that the infectious contact rates between households

can be different from infectious contact rates be-

tween individuals within the same household [4,6].

The community-of-households model has been used

Fig�� Epidemic rate in simple SI modelFig�� Epidemic rate in simple SI modelFig�� Epidemic rate in simple SI modelFig�� Epidemic rate in simple SI modelFig�� Epidemic rate in simple SI model
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since 1955 in biological epidemiology for popula-

tions divided into groups with a higher infection rate

within groups than between groups [7].

Suppose there are m households, and Nj is the fixed

size of household j. Let I
j
(t) and S

j
(t)=N

j
-I

j
(t) be the

number of infectives and susceptibles in household

j, respectively. According to the community-of-

households model, the epidemic is governed by a

system of differential equations:

(3)

The parameter  is the pairwise infectious con-

tact rate of infectives in household i to susceptibles

in household j. It is clear that the number of infectives

in household j will increase due to intra-household

contacts with rate  and contacts with other house-

holds with rates  (i�j). Unfortunately, the sys-

tem of equations (3) must generally be solved nu-

merically except for the simplest special cases.

IV. WORM DEFENSES

4.1 Preventive

We describe how the community-of-house-

holds model can be used to evaluate differ-

ent possible worm defenses. Today, a va-

riety of strategies are used to protect net-

works against new worm attacks. The best

strategy is prevention of attack by keeping

operating systems and application pro-

grams up to date on patches and antivirus

software updated with signatures. Patches

are frequently released by software devel-

opers to fix vulnerabilities after they are

discovered. Hosts with fewer vulnerabili-

ties will be less likely to be compromised

by a new worm.

The effect of preventive measures is to

reduce the initial vulnerable population.

Since infectives will not be able to inter-

act with as many susceptibles, the epi-

demic rate will be slowed down as shown

in Fig. 3. The community-of-households

model can account for preventive measures by reduc-

ing the initial vulnerable household populations {N
j
}.

The numbers of hosts protected by up-to-date patch-

ing and antivirus signatures can be subtracted from the

household populations.

4.2 Quarantine

In addition to prevention, reactive blocking mecha-

nisms include firewalls, intrusion prevention systems,

Fig�� Community
of
households modelFig�� Community
of
households modelFig�� Community
of
households modelFig�� Community
of
households modelFig�� Community
of
households model

Fig�� Effect of preventive measuresFig�� Effect of preventive measuresFig�� Effect of preventive measuresFig�� Effect of preventive measuresFig�� Effect of preventive measures
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and routers with access control lists [2]. These are effec-

tive in blocking (quarantining) worm traffic if a worm

signature is known [8]. Commercial systems usually use

a combination of signature-based and heuristic behav-

ior-based (anomaly) detection. Signature-based detec-

tion is preferred due to its accuracy in detecting known

worms. However, a new worm may not have a match-

ing signature, and new signatures usually take hours to

days to develop, test, and distribute after an unknown

worm is discovered. Behavior-based detection is prom-

ising for catching unknown new worms without a

matching signature, but can result in a high rate of false

positives (false alarms). False positives are problematic

because legitimate traffic may be blocked and lost.

Ideally, worm blocking will stop an epidemic after

the time needed to detect the worm and develop a

signature (if a new signature is needed), as shown in Fig.

4. The community-of-households model can account

for worm blocking by setting all =0 and  =0 in

(3), after the worm signature becomes available.

However, in practice, it may be difficult to block all

worm traffic between every pair of hosts. It is more

feasible to block worm traffic at the routers in Fig. 2.

This would prevent worms from spreading between

subnetworks, but worms may likely continue to spread

within subnetworks that are already infected when

quarantine begins. This means =0 for i � j, but

{ } are unchanged in the model. In this case, block-

ing worm traffic between subnetworks will not realize

the ideal dampening in Fig. 4. The epidemic rate will be

slowed down, but infected subnetworks will eventually

become saturated.

4.3 Rate throttling

As an alternative, rate throttling has been proposed

as a non-destructive approach [9]. The idea is to limit

the number of new outbound connections for each

host. It has been found that normal hosts show a low

rate of outbound connections to different hosts (lower

than 2 new connections/sec). On the other hand,

hosts infected with worms will exhibit much higher

rates of outbound connections because they are

searching for new targets. The idea of rate throttling

is to limit the rate of new outbound connections for

every host such that normal hosts should not be

effected, but infected hosts will be significantly

slowed down. Even in the case of false positives

where a normal host is mistaken for an infected host,

legitimate traffic may be delayed at worst but not

blocked (lost). Hence, rate throttling has the major

advantage that detection accuracy is not critically

important. Another advantage of rate throttling is

that it can work from the beginning of an epidemic;

in contrast, blocking or quarantining can not be

exercised until a worm signature is developed.

In the community-of-households model, rate

throttling is reflected by reducing all { } rate

parameters. The effect of rate throttling is to slow

down the epidemic rate, as shown in Fig. 5. The

effectiveness of rate throttling depends on mini-

mizing the  rate parameters, but if they are too

low, normal users will object to long delays to

connect to other hosts. The problem in rate throt-

tling is reducing the  rate parameters as much

as possible without inconveniencing normal users.

Fig� � Effect of rate throttlingFig� � Effect of rate throttlingFig� � Effect of rate throttlingFig� � Effect of rate throttlingFig� � Effect of rate throttling

Fig� � Effect of quarantiningFig� � Effect of quarantiningFig� � Effect of quarantiningFig� � Effect of quarantiningFig� � Effect of quarantining
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented the community-of-

households epidemic model as a means for studying

and evaluating the dynamics of worm outbreaks. The

model is simple but accounts for the "network of

networks" organization of the Internet. Different

defense strategies can be represented and evaluated

by the model by appropriate settings of the pairwise

infectious contact rates.

For more accurate reflection of reality, the com-

munity-of-households epidemic model can be made

more complicated in various ways. The most obvi-

ous improvement is addition of an additional "re-

covered" state for infected hosts that are disinfected

and then protected against future re-infection. In

practice, worm infections can be removed by

antivirus software or a clean re-installation of the

operating system. Another possible improvement

is to make the pairwise infectious contact rates

depend on the network load instead of stay constant.

When the network becomes congested, the infec-

tious rates should decrease because it will be harder

for infected hosts to reach other hosts.
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